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Price: 505,000€  Ref: WIN-720

Villa

Busot

3

3

210m² Build Size

800m² Plot Size

Pool: Yes

These spacious modern homes are located close to the inland village of Busot and are

very well connected to the surrounding areas, including the city of Alicante, Bonalba Golf

Course, the beaches at El Campello and San Juan, plus of course Alicante Airport. The

properties are situated in a quiet street and are perfect for full time living or long relaxing

holidays.&#13;&#13;In this project you can choose from a single or two level home and

there are images of both types in this listing, the following distribution is for the two

storey model: At street level a pedestrian or vehicle gate gives a...(Ask for More Details!)
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These spacious modern homes are located close to the inland village of Busot and are very well connected to

the surrounding areas, including the city of Alicante, Bonalba Golf Course, the beaches at El Campello and

San Juan, plus of course Alicante Airport. The properties are situated in a quiet street and are perfect for full

time living or long relaxing holidays.&#13;&#13;In this project you can choose from a single or two level home

and there are images of both types in this listing, the following distribution is for the two storey model: At

street level a pedestrian or vehicle gate gives access to the plot where a tiled pathway leads to the rear of the

property and the main entrance. Here the front door opens into a hallway with the kitchen to the left and the

storage and laundry area to the right. Moving forward, immediately to the right are the stairs to the upper floor

and further from here the first two bedrooms and bathroom directly opposite these is the main living area. The

first floor comprises of a large master bedroom with access to the solarium a dressing room and an ensuite

bathroom. &#13; &#13;Finding new build properties with large gardens is not easy at present but these top

quality homes in Busot offer you exactly that. They are ideal for full time living and due to their proximity to

the surrounding town with all of the amenities and facilities on offer provide a perfect place for young families

to start a new life in Spain. So if you are looking to relocate to Alicante or want to buy a spacious holiday

home in Spain then these properties should be top of viewing list.&#13;&#13;If you would like more

information or to arrange a viewing contact us today. &#13;&#13;&#13; Features &#13;20 Minutes to the

Beach&#13;30 Minutes to Alicante Airport&#13;10 Minutes to a Golf Course&#13;15 Minutes to

Amenities&#13;Pool &#13;Many Extras&#13;Many optional Extras
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